
The notes that follow were assembled after the talk 
to reflect what was presented. 

Dirk Brinkman, through Brinkman Forest, 
coordinated the research program. However he did 
that with the support of Katie McPherson, and Kate 
Menzies from the Brinkman office. The heavy 
research lifting was done by the key players, Ralph 
Matthews UBC Sociology and his team, WWF 
through James Casey and WWF staff, MFLNRO 
through Lars Reese Hansen and his team, ESSA 
through David Marmorak and their team, Jed Kaplan 
of Lasange U (Switz) and his team, Cortex through 
Doug Williams and his team, and Stewart Cohen, 
Environment Canada (one of the last federal climate 
scientists left standing) provided integration work. 
Funding and peer reviews were coordinated through 
FFESC in UBC and WWF.  
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The talk is broken into five sections:

1. An intro to Coast Tsimshian Resources & its 
climate adaptation and related studies. 

2. How we assessed the challenges of assessing 
community adaptive capacity.

3. Solving the problem of monitoring Fisheries 
Sensitive Watersheds.

4. CTR/WWF Skeena Watershed conservation 
project. 

5. Recommendations, practice shifts and some 
follow up research.



I first planted trees in the Skeena watershed in 1976. 
We have worked there every year since. 

In 2003 Lax Kw ‘alaams asked its tree planting 
partners to manage its new forest license, which lead 
to forming CTR, a LP owned by each member. CTR 
took a leap of faith and acquired TFL#1 and FL 
#16835 from New Skeena’s receivers in 2005. 
Brinkman Forest has a long term management 
contract to plan, harvest, reforest and market the 
timber from these licenses. 

The best wood was creamed out between 1955 and 
1995 and since then the mills and licenses were 
headed for receivership.  This licence made us expert 
in navigating clients in creditor protection or going 
through receivership (1995 and 2004). 

Many foresters predicted CTR would not survive. 
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In 2008, an opportunity to research some of the 
issues in the region, including: 

• the changing climate and its chaos effects

• the adaptive capacity of the civic and aboriginal 
communities to deal with change,  

• mapping local leader’s key issue matrices to 
consider in any planning

• strengthening local capacity to monitor fisheries 
sensitive watershed dynamics

• Tool kit building to assess the cumulative impacts 
of change for use in integrated resource 
management planning.

One project lead to another adding the challenge of 
to integrating and implementing these results.
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Two funding agencies resulted in two study areas. 

1. Coca Cola funded WWF, (2008-9) who selected 
CTR for its industry partner. TFL#1’s area was 
extended to the height of land on its borders--the 
purple boundary. This portion of the Skeena River 
Watershed around Terrace became the cumulative 
impact study area. 

2. The Future Forest Ecosystem Science Council 
funded the second study. Its area (2009-13) is 
bounded on the east by TFL#1s height of land and 
includes the areas that lap into other watershed. To 
the west the area extends to the ocean, including 
more of Lax traditional territory. The original study 
included two civic and two aboriginal communities: 
PR & Terrace, and Lax Kw ‘alaams & Kitsum Kalum.
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Tin o model future climate effects the larger area we 
worked with Jed Kaplan of the U of Lasagne in 
Switzerland. He had developed a vegetation 
modeling program to reflect the impact of climate 
change on plant communities in the EU. His team 
developed models for each of the key regional 
species, and each of the ecosystem types which 
have been optimum habitat for those regional 
species, taking into account the effects of six 
possible climate futures. 

For each of future, we have projections showing the 
change 80 years back and 80 years forward. 

Above is a present day image of the various key 
ecosystems that dominate in the region today. The 
ecosystem modelling tool allows the effective habitat 
changes to be modelled and illustrated. 
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These futures projected optimum habitat for many 
species dominating these areas today would end.

The above three images from that change modelling 
scenario show big changes from the wetter winters, 
earlier springs and warmer, drier summers for the 
trees that dominated these ecosystems over the past 
three thousand years. 

These cautious projection show the gradual 
replacement of the Mountain Hemlock Ecosystem by 
the lower elevation Coastal Western Hemlock 
Ecosystem. It also shows drier summers will result in 
some interior species doing better in the eastern 
parts of the study area.

These images were published in brochures to help 
the leaders interviewed understand the coming 
climate shifts they were being asked to think about. 
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Each modeling run looked simply at the optimum 
habitat for each of the main species in the region and 
then the species mixes indicated the new ecosystem 
zone. 

These models were set up to first look back 80 years 
and then look forward 80 years. The purpose of 
looking back eighty years was to test the model 
against the known temperature changes of that 
period and see if the ‘reverse projection’ predicted 
the past forest species to ensure the model 
parameters were functioning correctly.  

This made it more likely to project forward 
accurately. Each projection reflected several possible 
climate futures from the PCICS model at U of 
Victoria. All saw reduced habitat suitable for each 
species. 
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This next section focuses on how we assessed the 
adaptive capacity of each community to respond to 
change. We also asked the community leaders to 
consider the recent trends –going back ten years and 
looking forward ten, that they experience. 

We asked them what factors are driving change. 
They named many factors more influential than 
climate. 

And we asked them what resources are important to 
the resilience and health of their community and 
what underpins the communities ability to adapt and 
respond to change.

For all of these major sets of factors, we asked them 
to rank them for importance, resulting in Skeena 
Watershed Value and Issue matrix,



FNs have been here for hundreds of generations, and 
have been adapting to the changes brought by 
settlers for ten generations. We wanted to compare 
Civic and First Nation communities. 

Fifty leaders were selected from each community for 
an intensive questioning process, which was taped. 
These were not only formally elected or appointed 
leaders, individuals were selected through 
references. Some were quiet thought leaders 
respected by community members. 

In the first months, Kitsum Kalum’s Chief stopped 
responding to the requests for setting up interviews. 
We learned from the government KK was in stage 
five of their treaty negotiations which put KK and 
CTR into conflict, since a part of TFL#1 was on KK 
territory. So they did not participate.
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The set of questions were derived from processes in 
initial workshops in the community. The elements 
were always followed by open sets, so the 
interviewee could add factors of their own. Despite 
ending up with three sets w > 12 elements each, the 
amount of consensus suggested we had identified 
most of the key factors. Three sets were:

• community resilience 

• resources whose trends indicate threats 

• driving change.

Each interviewee was asked to prioritize each set of 
factors. This created important and useful value 
matrices for each community.

(In the Power Point the list scrolls through all 
questions.)
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Here are some examples of some of the value 
matrices generated by fifty interviewees from each 
community. 

Above is the Lax Kw ‘alaams matrix of the relative 
environmental and resource trends over the past ten 
years and future trend of these resources. 

The X axis (to the right) ranks importance. Not 
surprisingly salmon is the most important for the 
Lax.  The Y axis reflects the trend in the resource 
condition, with the left quarter ‘flourishing’ and the 
right quarter “under threat”. 

All natural resources face increasing threat. 
Salmon’s increasing threats, combined with its 
importance, make protecting salmon the number one 
issue for the Lax. 
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The team preparing the trend report for the civic 
communities made these graphic representations 
bolder. 

Note that the Prince Rupert interviewees 
characterized the decline in small business 
development success the most threatened of the 
drivers of community resilience trends, along with 
natural resource trade and environmental 
infrastructure. On the other hand Protection, 
Education and Skill Training is both important and 
has improved.  

It is interesting that the decline in the forest industry 
was rated of less importance in 2011-2012 when 
these interviews were done, which was over a 
decade after the final closure of Skeena’s Pulp mill. 
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Comparing the coastal and inland cities that are so 
closely related is interesting. 

Small business development was also under threat in 
Terrace, but the importance of forestry ranked much 
higher than in PR. Other than threats to natural 
resource trade (mushrooms), the other trends are all 
positive. 

There were a dozen value matrices. These trends and 
issues posters were used along with the climate 
modelling to inform community workshops, at which 
community members made some key 
recommendations for their region, and for the region 
as a whole.  

Each community agreed a regional district with a 
local government would have better outcomes.
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It was important to rank the environmental values. 
We found considerable consensus between the civic 
and aboriginal communities in ranking of values but 
there were some differences– e.g. the Lax valued the 
oolichan and berries more highly. 

Most striking, though perhaps self evident for locals, 
was the finding that the values of the people of the 
Skeena region are fish-centric. 

It is also worth noting that the decline in drinking 
water quality is a common concern. 

This study was done before the LNG proponents 
made the proposed routes of their pipelines and the 
location of their liquefaction plants public. They 
would benefit from heeding the priorities of the 
community in their consultation and negotiations.
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Another ranking for importance matrix, was the 
drivers of change identified that most put the 
community capacity to adapt at risk. Not surprisingly, 
there are greater differences between community 
leaders as to which are the greatest threats for their 
community. However, none of them consider climate 
change the number one threat to community 
sustainability. 

While the Lax identified their rights and title as the 
number one issue, Terrace was most concerned 
about provincial and federal government natural 
resource policy and PR about the global economy. 

The more important issues however, relate to natural 
resource policies, global demand and local access or 
control over local resources.
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First Nation and Civic communities rank the 
importance of community resource values differently. 
The Lax prioritize access to education, heritage and 
culture. PR prioritized small business development, 
natural resource trade and export. Terrace prioritized 
small business and the forest industry. 

These different rankings and value matrices were 
charted onto posters so the leaders who were 
brought together could see a Rorschach of values 
make recommendations to strengthen their 
communities. Posters were also developed for the 
other trends and issues, including the climate model 
results, and fisheries issues. 

Poster sets can be available to any organization or 
regional participant that would like them. 
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The Skeena FFESC adaptive process included a 
Fisheries Sensitive Watershed Monitoring study, 
which fit into the fish centric values of the region. 

This project focused on identifying indicators of 
stream function or dysfunction for fish habitat that 
could be practical and recognize the dynamics of 
stream function.

While testing these stream function indicators and 
assumptions, the program examined if government 
could afford to monitor FSWs by educating local 
interested persons, particularly First Nations to be 
local river watchers.  

This could train and deputize a digitally trained 
cohort of concerned citizens who would form a first 
observers line to alert DFO or MOE of emerging or 
problem issues on FSWs. 



The FSW project was lead by Lars Reese Hansen, a 
local fisheries ecologist with the Ministry of FLNRO 
who worked closely with the MOE. These ministries 
were proposing to classify Fisheries Sensitive 
streams throughout the province as but there was 
resistance or concern from the forest industry and 
mining, but also government was concerned that 
they could not afford the monitoring. At this time 
also the key factors that determined if the stream 
was functional—and that was the key question, 
because streams do change-- was still being 
determined through expert reviews. 

Funding for this project came from a number of 
sources, FFESC, the Forest and Range Ecosystem 
Program, MFLNRO and MOE. The science work was 
carried out by ESSA and Derek Tripp. 
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For the monitoring trial we selected the FSW Lake 
Else drainage, both unique and well known. The Lake 
Else Streamkeepers were a natural monitoring 
resource, as were concerned local First Nations.

What the field trail tried to accomplish was to 
determine if local civic and First Nation volunteers 
could be easily trained to help identify whether 
streams, which often go through natural change that 
seems quite dramatic, were truly functional, or had 
their critical fish habitat functions threatened. 

This is a difficult call, typically requiring 
considerable expertize. But if locals could be trained, 
government could have internet based eyes and ears 
oversight of the whole province.
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The study are of the Lake Else drainage provided a 
range of disturbed and undisturbed streams. 

For a monitoring trial, within the Lake Else 
watershed, the research team selected the well 
known Salmon Creek habitat for assessing the 
function or dysfunction parameters. 

This stream has an active salmon migration, has also 
had considerable logging in its headwaters over the 
years and crosses Highway 37, so it has been 
subject to other development disturbances. 

It is also close to Terrace, optimizing field time for 
the local monitoring team who responders to the 
invitations to participate.
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For their training a wide array of basic topics were 
presented. 

The FSW research program identified 41 variables 
that could indicate stream dysfunction. 

Given that fact that natural stream dynamics are 
highly stochastic in the mountainous area of BC, 
variations from the norm do not always mean that 
the stream does not provide adequate fish habitat.  

One of these variables is stream flow. 

Here is a Normal (simplified) hydrograph for the 
stream flows.
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A number of things involved with stream flow can 
change because of climate change. 

You can observe elevated year round discharge or 
reduced discharge, which can cause problems at the 
wrong time of year. 
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The minimum and maximum stream flow peaks can 
change. Shown here are increased and decreased 
peaks and valleys in the stream flow. This can have 
consequences:

� Winter/spring hydrological (channel forming) 
impacts 

� Summer biological impacts (low flow conditions) 
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Flow changes can exhibit other pattern changes.

� Winter/spring hydrological (channel forming) 
impacts 

� Winter/spring biological (egg/alevin survival) 
impacts 

� Summer biological impacts (low flow conditions) 
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Here are two low flow stream change examples (to 
the right) on She almon River. 

Reduced flow are stressors that create: 

� Increased competition  

� Increased risk of predation

� Decrease in available habitat

� Increase in summer high temperatures 
(thermal stress & mortality

The many variables were each summarized in simple 
illustrations like those above. After a training 
session, the team went to the field to examine 
streams exhibiting some of these characteristics and 
exploring the consequences. 
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These field trials confirmed that local streamkeepers 
and First Nations could be trained to monitor the 
streams about which they have concerns.  

This creates a digital community based monitoring 
resource for MOE whose ecologists could come out 
to any place were a real concern was emerging. 

This research was part of emboldening the 
government to unroll the program across the 
province. 

Above (in a PP the slide scrolls down illustrating that 
the designated streams area all over the province.) 

You will see the wide array of currently designated 
FSWs declared in 2014.  
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A fourth key focus of this study was working with 
WWF on the Skeena Water Conservation Project. The 
SWC project included the concept of building an 
integrated resource management tool focused on 
water-values. 

Each of the four research elements were nested and 
shared with the ultimate goal of the project being to 
integrate these studies into one final report. Several 
challenges made this too difficult: 

� baseline date became difficult to access with the 
treaty claim and forest license conflict 

� key community participants were not actively 
working with the researchers through every step 
of their processes 

� integration was too big a project for the funding



WWF took an active part in defining and developing 
this project, and they managed the RFP and contract 
services.

As there was no such thing as a integrated resource 
management tool, Cortex adapted one from their 
cumulative impact analysis system.

WWF maintains a website which includes an 
aboriginal communications expert reporting on the 
elements of the study findings to share the products 
of this project and the larger set of studies that were 
associated with it.
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The study began with a classic GIS assembly of all of 
the available data from the land ministries, Results, 
ISIS, MOE, etc, including stream flow modelling 
against rainfall and snowmelt and glacier recession. 
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Naturally, the age classes of the various timber 
species were modelled to project harvesting 
probabilities going forward 200 years, so some of the 
impact benefit of harvesting over time could be 
examined. One other reason that the TFL#1 drainage 
area was selected is that the Timber Supply Area 
boundary fits the study area. This enabled the 
MFLNRO data from Results and ISIS easier to 
manage. 

Like all BC Timber Supply areas, there is a down-
cycle expected as the harvest shifts from 
predominantly old growth to second growth stands. 
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This area is considered to have ‘over-mature’ stands 
with a lot of ‘decadent’ wood—an ideal condition for 
biodiversity but not for high value timber-which is 
why all of the mills, are closed either voluntarily or 
involuntarily.

The above graphic illustrates the commercial volume 
by key species. The predominant forest species is 
hemlock, primarily western, though there is also 
mountain hemlock.
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On the assumption that the timber harvest continues 
as per the various licenses in the area, the model 
shows that the carbon biomass remains fairly stable. 
Of course that assumes no fire. With the drier 
summers, the risk of fire is higher and that would 
result in a large emission and a decline in the stored 
carbon. 

In the winter of 2015, BC Hydro’s surveys indicated 
two areas of BC had zero snow pack—southern 
Vancouver Island and the Terrace area.  

On Vancouver Island, fires created headlines like 
“wettest area on earth burning”. TFL #1 was luckier, 
but the lack of snow pack challenged stream flows 
this summer and created an unusually vulnerable fire 
season.
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With the most recent GIS data on the timber 
inventory, age classes, species mix, ecosystem type 
etc. all located (mostly to 2011, but of course many 
forest inventories in the area dated back up to twenty 
or thirty years), and the streams and stream flow, 
roads and infrastructure all mapped into the model, 
Cortex ran a simulation of projected harvesting. 

(Also read the notes on the image)
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Mines were introduced randomly, that the rate of one 
new mine every 20 years.

RORs don’t show up on this map because they are 
currently modeled as (single-cell) or point 
disturbances.
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Gradually more forest is harvested according the 
license requirements and plan.  Once harvested they 
remain highlighted. 

(See the notes on the image)
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By 2030 a number of mines are started in the region. 
These mines are located randomly for the purpose of 
simulating the impacts of development.
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Between the mines and the harvesting, major 
pressure can be assumed on the streams in the 
valleys along which development occurs.
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The Exstew drainage is a stranded element in the SW 
part of the study, included because of its water 
values importance. 
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The combinations of logging and mines creates a 
high density impact zone along the major drainage 
corridors. 
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A review of the historic violations of the Forest 
Practices Act in the study area, found that these 
violations were predominantly of roadways along the 
streams and the stream crossings. Since this 
historically is where things mostly go wrong, the 
presumed harvesting and mine development run 
highlighted in this model of road crossing stream 
density, creates key areas of concern. 

This model was run forward in time to highlight the 
critical streams and key issues areas.
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This creates a map of the vulnerable streams from 
intensive development and especially cumulative 
impacts. 
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A wide array of recommendations, practice changes 
and new research initiatives emerged from these 
studies. While not all of the recommendations have 
been acted upon, they remain useful, especially as 
this study was undertaken before LNG pipelines were 
unrolled across these landscapes. 

When the study began, there was only the $2.3 billion 
Kitimat Aluminum Mill expansion plan on the regions’ 
horizon.

Towards the end of the study ended, over $50 billion 
in mine, alternative energy and pipeline proposals in 
the region were proposed.

Today there are perhaps $100rds of billions in the 
plans. This study, while seeming to be conducted 
four years too soon, can be a foundation. 



One key recommendation from each community is 
noted above. None of the first three 
recommendations have been implemented. Because 
of the extensive LNG and Pipeline development 
plans, there have been many studies of potential 
impacts on factors affecting stream function and 
salmon and ooligan wellbeing. 

However there is no one overriding data source 
integrating these studies with immediate and 
planned development or considering cumulative land 
use development.

So these tools will be vital to the challenges facing 
the region today.
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CTR has maintained a website which presents the 
research results. It includes hundreds of peer 
reviewed pages or reports and articles. These 
projects are ongoing and new peer reviewed 
research results are still being published from the 
data. 

The recorded and transcribed interview and ranking 
data is available to researchers within the UBC 
ethical guidelines, and will provide benefits for years. 

Some of it may be returned to the Lax community in 
the future as reflections by elders in the interviews 
represent an important part of the recorded history 
of the Skeena region. One interview went on for two 
days.
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Brinkman Forest staff, on behalf of CTR, visited 
some of its operations on the logging areas of the 
Salmon drainage with Lars after the FSW project was 
complete, in order to get operational feedback. 

The team is always seeking to improve and this lead 
to some practice changes. 

The field trip also found that the Ministry of 
Transport has put metal grills on the culverts under 
Highway 37, ostensibly to prevent beavers from 
entering them and using them to dam and flood the 
area above the road. Sadly these barriers also 
blocked spawning salmon. Complaints and requests 
to MOT to remove these barriers have gone 
unheeded, making some of the upstream remediation 
work moot. 
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Above is a plunge pool below a suspended culvert in 
an old road for a small N-4 tributary stream to the 
Exstew River. The plunge pool trapped the cutthroat 
trout and coho salmon during low flow and this 
culvert had to be replaced with a proper bridge. So 
the fish were gradually trapped, and moved and the 
culvert removed. 

A big CTR challenge is inheriting an area-based 
license that was issued in 1953. TFL #1, originally 8.8 
M ha’s, was reduced with each ownership change 
and receivership to 500K ha today. 

As the region, and especially CTR’s owners the Lax 
Kw ’alaams people, all share fish centric values, 
repairing the damage of some of the poor practices 
of the past is an urgent responsibility, moreso with 
climate change pressures on these streams. 
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This clockwise photo sequence illustrates the 
construction of the new bridge.  This kind of 
restoration is very expensive. 

CTRs focus is making money for the community and 
restoration funding is limited to how well the 
company does year to year. However, gradually CTR 
is repairing some of these inherited problems. 

TFL #1 is the only license in BC that was once 
harvested at 430% of its Long Range Sustained 
Yield—four times the rate of harvest that was 
calculated to be sustainable. The high value valley 
bottoms were ‘creamed out’—including vast stands of 
high value (tonewood) Sitka Spruce, much of which 
went to dimension lumber and pulp. The remaining 
poorer quality wood resulted in pulp and saw mills 
going into receivership. 
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The First Nations owners of TFL #1 would like to 
manage these forest tenures for time immemorial. 
Kitsum Kalum or some other First Nations may 
eventually aquire some parts of the license area 
through treaty negotiations. These other First 
Nations would also like to manage these areas for 
time immemorial.  

The cost of this restoration backlog cannot be 
supported by the remaining wood quality in the 
licence--an urgent problem with research showing 
increasing stream temperatures. CTR is looking for a 
more equitable solution to the restoration of historic 
development problems. 

These challenges and research results deserve the 
attention of everyone working in land and resource 
development and in the region.  
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One of the problems highlighted by the research is 
that the species growing in the Skeena region today, 
may not be suitable for growing there eighty years 
from now. This problem is only beginning to be 
understood by the forester community in the 
province of BC. 

Here you see two common species that were once 
restricted to their traditional zones and are now 
being planted right across BC.

Larch: Note Larch on the left only grew in the SE 
corner of BC but now can be planted right up to the 
Yukon. 

Douglas Fir: Ditto for Interior Fir, which only grew up 
to mid BC and has also been shown to do well in the 
ecozones right to the Yukon so now is being 
prescribed for the green zone in the upper image. 
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BC’s established progeny trials for shifting species 
to reflect climate pattern changes from N California 
to the Yukon to discover how well species handle 
climate change, found the growth for some climate 
adjusted species very surprising. 

Larch growth, for seedlings planted 1000kms outside 
of its historic zone is as much as 12 times, measured 
in biomass, as the biomass of the pine, which used 
to be considered the dominant and really aggressive 
fast growing species. Of course this is only two 
years of results and the trees in Terrace, which was 
the most westerly of these trials, died. So we have a 
lot to learn. 

This data is from Brian Pickles, who is part of Terra 
Web, a UBC research group with whom Brinkman 
Forest is collaborating with on further field trails. 
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Both Fir and Larch here are showing incredible 
growth in year two . (Note the researcher wearing a 
mask to not effect the seedling with a CO2 exhale.) 
The Brinkman Group are industry sponsors for a new 
“Designing successful reforestation projects for 
climate change” research project, lead by Suzanne 
Simard, who leads the Terra Web research group, 
that includes experts from Forestry. Agriculture, 
Geography, Genetics, Biodiversity and Food and 
Land departments at UBC. This project sponsorship 
came out of the CTR research. The whole new set of 
problems of replacing, not only the climax 
ecosystems species of trees, but potentially all 
species to support a new biome, creates very 
difficult questions. Do the soil biota have to be 
climate adjusted and newly planted too? What is the 
role of the salmon in forests after CC?
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Another project in which the Brinkman Group is a 
partner, is Karen Bakker, also of UBC’s “Water 
Camp”. It takes one of our Treeplanting camps into 
the summer and sets it up in a water controversial 
area for about 40 people—this summer at Carbon 
Lake beyond the Bennet Dam near some fracking. 

Academic water experts from around the world are 
brought together—some of the best in each their 
fields—with local elders and engaged youth to focus 
on practical local problems and work towards 
pragmatic solutions and projects. 

This structure solves some of the weaknesses of our 
Skeena project, which may have been too academic 
to create legacy change in the region. We expect to 
bring the Water Camp into this region in future years. 
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Brinkman Forest maintains the research on its 
website for managers, the publics and educational 
use. 

CTR and Brinkman Forest’s practices are very 
sensitive to fish centric values. BF will explore the 
use of the integrated resource management 
approach if it is responsible for the next Long Term 
Forest management plan. When a revised plan is 
next required has been delayed by the MFLNRLO. 
Presumably it is being rescheduled until after the KK 
treaty settlement.

WWF also maintains the Skeena project adaptation 
toolkit online. The are conducting further work to 
refine these concepts, especially in the context of all 
of the LNG and other pipeline plans. WWF is 
conduction this new work independently of CTR.
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All of the participants in this study noted above can 
be reached at these web-sites, are proud of their 
work and keen to discuss with those who have 
questions or would like to work further with the data, 
material or systems. 

Several projects are ongoing, and new peer reviewed 
articles based on these studies and its trove of data 
are being published from time to time, which will be 
added to the website.

Organizations or communities requesting posters 
from this project, which are ideal for education for 
adults and youth alike, can obtain them on request.

Thank you for your interest. 

Dirk Brinkman, CEO, Brinkman Group

dirk_brinkman@brinkman.ca
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